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PREFACE 

This report describes research which has been performed at the st. 

Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory on jets impinging into a moving liquid. 

The workhas been performed under contract Nonr 710(26) and this is the final 

report under that contract. 

The project has been under the supervision of Professor E. Silber

man to whom the writer is indebted for his advice in design and procedural 

matters as well as for the review of the report. Grateful acknowledgment 

is also expressed to the many members of the Laboratory staff who participated 

in preparing the experimental equipment,preparing the illustrations, and ed

iting and publishing the report. Particular acknowledgment is expressed to 

H. Frederiksen and G. Subba Rao for their aid in collecting and reducing data. 

The study has been conducted under the general direction of Dr. Lorenz G. 

Str aub, Director of the Laboratory. 
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A B S T R ACT --------

Results of tests on circular water and air-water mixture jet s im

pinging normally into a water tunnel flow are given. Data t aken on jet pene

tration are in agreement >ri th r esults of pr evious exper iments by others con

ducted i n wind tunnels at jet-tunnel velocity ratios of six and less. A sec

ondary effect is pr esent at higher velocity ratios sothat the penetration is 

deeper than previously indi cated. 

An empirical penetration parameter developed by the National Advi

sory Committee for Aeronautics [11] may be used for correlation of air- '/ater 

mixture penetration data if the orifice is considered reduced in size by an 

amount equal to the area occupied by the air bubbles. 

Entrainmentof external flow is shown photographically. The studies 

indicate that entrainment from the >Take of the j et proceeds in a periodic man-

ner . 

Total pressure data are in quali tati ve agr eement >ri th previous ex

periments conducted in >lind tunnels. These show the characteristic kidney

shaped deformati on predicted theor etically by Lu [3] and by Fr aser [5] . 

An analysisof the t>lo- dimensional or slot jet i s presented for the 

case where the two flows are under the same total pressure. Comparison with 

penetration data on three-dimensional jets indicates that the rapid fl attening 

of the jet gives it a quasi two-dimensional character. 
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LIS T a F S Y MBa L S 

A - Area of orifice. 

c - Contraction coefficient. 

C - Total pressure coefficient C 
p P 2 2 

l/2p [Vj - Uro 1 

p - p o Cs - Static pressure coefficient - Cs = 

d - Orifice diameter. 

d - Hypothetical orifice diameter reduced f rom the actual according to the 
W air voids in an air-water mixture. 

Eo - Total energy flux of jet at the orifice. 

Es Total ener gy flux of jet in a section a distance s from the orifice. 

Fx Force exerted on the jet in the direction of the main stream. 

g - Acceler ation of gravity. 

k - Pressure coeffici ent in the 1-Take of a sphere - k 

m - Ve locity ratio, Vj/Uro ' 

PT - Total pressure. 

p - Static pressure a long distance upstream. 
o 

Ps - Static pressure. 

Pw - Wake pressure of sphere. 

~a - Volume Dow of air phase of jet Duid . 

Q
j 

- Volume flow of jet liquid. 

R - Gas constant. 

s - Distance from the orifice along arc connecting points of maximum total 
pressure. 

T - Temperature. 

u - Velocity at a point. 

- Tunnel velocity. 
:0 
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Vs - Component of velocity perpendicular to traversing plane. 

Vj - Jet velocity. 

wa - Specific weight of air. 

Vj - Mean specific weight of jet fluid . 

- Specific weight of liquid • 

a 
• !.g:trt. now of air phase of air-water mixture. 

fiov or liquid phase of air-water mixture. 

~ :rom leading edge of orifice. 

tl'a1.io:> .. : a distance x downstream • 

• l1th a~ a distance x downstream. 

,. 
00 
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STUDIES ON FLUID JETS DISCHARGING 

NOR MAL L YIN TOM 0 V I N G L I QUI D -------- ---- ------ ------

I 0 INTRODUCTION 

The penetrating ability and spreading of high velocity jets imping_ 

ing into a !>loving liquid have proven of interest for a variety of reasons 

ranging from the production of underwater bubble screens to the cooling abil_ 

ity of air jets for turbo-jet engines. The behavior of submerged jets in a 

quiescent receiving liquid is quite well understood. With the aid of a single 

experimentally obtained constant, the complete mean flow pattern is derived 

analytically [1]. The jet undergoes lateral diffusion and deceleration and 

silllllltaneously accelerates and entrail'.s external fluid into the jet. Analysis 

yields the distribution of volume, momentum, and energy flux downstream from 

slot and circular orifices; it is, however, based upon the two assumptions 

that the pressure is hydrostatic throughout and that similar velocity pro

files exist at subsequent downstream sections [2]. 

When the receiving liquid moves at an angle to the jet flow, a force 

field 1s established about the jets and neither the assumption of hydrostatic 

pressure nor of similar velocity profiles can be made. Qualitatively, the 

jetmay be likened to an obstruction in a uniform stream. The slot jet simu

~tes a mound and the circular jetat the plane of efflux sillllllates a circular 

cylinder. A velocity field and corresponding pressure field are then estab

lished about the jet. This analogy is very rough, and because of flow en

,"rainment and jet deformation in the three-dimensional case, the resulting 

flow pattern will be considerably different than that resulting from flow a

bout a circular cylinder. 

The research on which this report is based was undertaken to study 

>he spreading of circular water and air-water mixture jets impinging into 

"lOving water. The objectives were to develop or to verify empirical rela

:~onships encompassing the physical properties governing the depth of pene

oration of the jet and lateral spreading of the jet, the latter being of 1m

:'Crtance in determining orifice spacing. Time limitations necessitated lim

o:ing the jet angle to 90 degrees. It was also intended to experimentally 

.~udy the energy dissipationand to provide empirical relationships governing 

oe rate of diSSipation. 
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The present tests are apparently the first of ttis ~ to be car

riedout in a water tunnel; previous experimentation ;ade use of wind tunnels. 

The water t unnel with dye jets facilitates visualization of the flow pattern 

because in a g iven range of Reynolds number much lower velocities are per

mtted than would be t he case for wind tunnels. However, wind tunnels permit 

theuse of hot-wire anemometers and generally facilitate physical measurements • 

During t he course of this study some time was devoted to an analy_ 

814 of ~e tvc-1!mensional j et with the thought of supplementing the data on 

• ~e cO PDsiC"'...alje ts at l east in a qualitative manner. The rapid fIat

t the ~-~r~ional jet causes it to approach a two-dimensional 

e. 1 une ! c.l.oselY spaced orifices approximates the two- dimensional jet 

. t;:r.;Q' b., .. r.t~or.ed that the slot jet discharging into a moving 

Ilnid::.s in ~tse~ vcrtb,;y of stuctr l:ecause of its use in controlling circula

tion about air foti.s or hydro!oti.s , its potential in dissipating energy, and 

other speCl.al applications . 

II • PREVIOUS IIIJRK 

A. Analyti cal Studies 

A literature search has uncovered several references helpful to the 

ob j ectives of this study. H. C. Lu [3Jfor his Ph.D. dissertation at Gottingen 

in 1942undertook an analytical treatment of the three-dimensional jet imping_ 

ing perpendicularly into a moving fluid. He reduced the problem to two di

mensi ons by passing a series of closely spaced planes perpendicular to the 

jet axis through the jet. He considered the cylindrical stream a circular 

a r ea of dead water in plane parallel flow. The problem was reduced to find

ingthe surface of discontinuity between a parallel flow and a region of dead 

wateras t ime moves on. He suggested two methods of solution, firstly by ser

i es and secondly by a system of successive approximations. 

In the former method, he considered potential flow outside a dead 

jet area and a l so a second potential within the jet. Both potentials were 

expanded into a power series of a complex variable with coefficients given as 

functions of time. At the surface of discontinuity, the pressures of both 

f:or~ were conside red equal and opposite and the radial displacements equal. 

n:ese boundary conditions permitted evaluation of the series coefficients by 

at.ll.t.aneous solu t i on of a system of equations. The computations are quite 
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involved, and in the numerical example cited, the analysis was valid only for 

values of timeless than 0,6 sec because the radius ceased to be single valued 

f or larger values of time. By this method, he succeeded in demonstrating the 

characteristic kidney shape acquired by the jet. To extend the analysis to 

l arger values of t ime, he developed his me thod of successive approximations. 

This was based upon a numerical process f or evaluating the induced velocities 

at the surface of discontinuity, His predicted jet shape is shown in Fig. 

2b . Lu cited the wind-tunnel measurements of Bauerle [4] which, he stated, 

showed the same geometrical pattern. A copyof the latter report was unavail

abl e. 

J , P. Fraser [5] suggested another method of numerical analysis. 

He assumed flow about a circular cylinder using actual pressure measurements 

based on laminar boundary-layer flow about a circular cylinder. He assumed 

a velocity potential to exist in the jet flow and no entrainment of external 

fluid , By applying the theory of small perturbations, he developed the veloc

i ty potential in series form with determinant coefficients. He also presented 

a r ough method for predicting the penetration or turning of the jet based upon 

differential pressures, His numerical example indicated quite involved com

putations o 

T. S. Walters [6] has published an article on the diffusion from 

an infini t e line s ource lying perpendicular to the meanfluid flow. His analy

sis was f or the case of smoke discharged from aline of stacks into the wind, 

Expressions were obtained for the distance downwind to the point where the 

ground-l evel concentration of the diffused smoke attained its maximum value, 

:'he condition of sources at ground level may be derived from this as a special 

example . 

The two-dimensional jet directed at any angle, including 90 degrees, 

from either orifices or nozzles into a general stream, was treated by Ehrich 

'-j. Assuming the wake to be approximated by an extensive area of dead liq

~d, he applied the Helmholtz- Kirchhoff method of potential analysis and suc

-ceded in determining the relationships between the geometrical and velOCity 

:arameters, He also provided an equivalent analysis for the case in which 

. be trailing edge of the jet does not separate from the downstream wall. His 

-.udy was necessarily limited to the condition that both jet and main stream 

re under the same total pressure. A common streamline with a continuous 
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vel ocity variation separates the two flows, and the jet anddead area wake are 

separat-ed by a vortex sheet at W1iform pressure. The revie>T of this paper 

"howed that Ehri ch considered the velocity along the wake equal to the free 

stream velo city. Rat ionally, it would seem that this velocity would be higher 

because of the velocity field established about the obstructing jet. Based 

on this additional a s sumpti on, an analysis of the two-dimensional jet is treat

ed in Appendix C. 

G. I . Taylor (8) has suggested that the flow pattern about a high

~ _~ slot jet may be approximated by substituting a two-dimensional solid 

t:<::=woy !:Ir the ie t . 

i:ar'.oe::£Te II": as!l> wind tunnels on the pen'1tration of heated air 

bee=.I conducted at t he Lewis Flight Propulsion Re

.u:r et;e vere int.roduced at considerably higher 

UlII de;::,!! of penet ration was sensed with 

[9 . :.reat.ed the effect of jet- to-main 

c1rcc1.a.r jets . Subsequent reports 

't'1 _~ ( :0., efflux from square and ellip

_'ices ~ :.2.., :.emperature profiles (12), and a 

"'~'4·._~· .. ' Je+ ~ ~ a-: vari ous angles (13). These data are 

f oo!!pa1'ison in the present report. It should be noted 

tha+ the lAC! t;unnel was qUl.te narrow in view of the rapid spreading of the 

je:. 

Tests of air jets in wind tunnels relating to energy dissipation 

>Tere conducted by Jordinson (14) . He provided considerable detailed data on 

total head contours of the spreading jet . His data are also used herein for 

purposes of comparison. 

No reports of studies on air- water mixture jets impinging into a 

moving fluid were found in the literature. 

Rouse [15] has presented data on the velocity and static pressure 

distribution in a two- dimensional jet. These data are cited in the treatment 

of the slot j e t in Appendix C. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

In the NACA research, it was found that jet penetration was dependent 

on the velocity ratio Vj/U
OO

' the density ratio Pj/p and the diameter at 

the vena contracta, ~ d. These symbols are defined as follows: 

V. = velocity in jet at efflux 
J 

Uco = tunnel velocity 

P
j 

= jet fluid density 

P = tunnel fluid density 

c = coefficient of contraction for orifice 

The plot of the NACAdata on a co-ordinate system of y/.jC d versus the param

et er 

showed little scatter over a considerable range in variables. Nevertheless, 

it was decided to repeat these tests with water jets discharging into water 

because it was felt worthwhile to increase the range of v.fu and to find 
J CO 

the influence of tunnel width, if any existed. Further, a Reynolds number 

·,ffect was incorporated into the NACA parameters in a somewhat arbitrary man

r·,r by including it in the evaluation of the coefficient c. Tests on water 

e1;5 emitted from nozzles should evaluate this treatment because the contrac

tion is nonexistent and therefore independent of Reynolds number. 

It was intended to attack the problem of energy dissipation in an 

o~ical manner by taking total and static pressure readings about the jet • 

. nese data necessitated fabricating special instruments described under Sec

ion A below, 

,. Experimental Apparatus 

The gravity water tunnel used in these tests is shown photographi-

1y in Fig. 1. The tunnel cross section is 12 in. wide by 18 in. deep. 

~imum velocity of 14 fps is available. In order to use the 18- in. dimen

an t o optimum advantage,the orifices were located in the floor of the tun

about 7 ino from the end of the contraction. River water was used in the 
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tunnel and tap water for the liquid component of jet flow. The tunnel flow 

was measured by a calibrated elbow meter which was checked by a total pres

sure survey. Water flow in the jet was measured by a calibrated orifice plate 

meter . Air- water jets were generated by conne cting a compressed-air line to 

an aspirator in the water-jet line. Air flow was measured by an orifice plate 

meter and an air-water manometer. The state of the air was determined by mak

ing pressure measurements in an air-mercury manometer and measuring tempera

tures upstream of the orifice plates. 

Toinsure steady flow to the orifice whendye was injected, a special 

piping arrangement was used. An aspirator was installed in the pipe line to 

the jet; this was connected through a three-way valve to overhead dye and 

constant-level water tanks. Either dyed water or clear water was added through 

this system at all times. When dye was cut in, very little fluctuation was 

noted in the jet flow manometer. 

Except for the 3IB-in. thin-walled orifices, the orifices were 1 in. 

thick with bell-mouthed entrances. These will be referred to as either noz

zles or thick-walled orifices. 

To sense total and static pressures~ a rake was designed that could 

be rotated and translated in the channel (Fig. 1). The rake head consisted 

of six total-pressure probes spaced at 1-in. intervals along one arm with two 

static probes mounted on the opposite arm. The rake enabled data to be ob

tained at several stations taken normally to the tunnel flow. In the vicinity 

of the orifice, where the jet flow was far from parallel to the tunnel flow, 

data were obtained by probing from the side of the channel wi th individual 

probes on planes parallel to and at 45 degrees to the plane of the orifice. 

Because of the curvilinear nature of the flow, it was necessary to de sign the 

probes to be relatively insensitive to angle of attack. A discussion of the 

sensing elements is presented in Appendix B. 

B. Procedures 

1. Spreading of the Jet 

Data were taken from still photographs of colored water jets. The 

trajectories >lere enlarged by pantographing. Time averages .lere obtained by 

taking a number of photographs of each condition. As shown in Fig. 3, a mean 

curve was drawn through the resulting traje ctories. Co-ordinates were taken 
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from this curve and plotted on the co-ordinate system given in NACA TN 2019, 

Fig. 3 [11J. At high jet velocities, the profile was outlined by injecting 

dye into the tunnel boundary layer upstream of the orifice since it was not 

feasible to inject dye into the high pressure jet system (see Fig. 3). The 

entrainment of boundary-layer dye proved to be a suitable method of marking 

the jet. 

In addition to photographing the penetration trajectory, photographs 

were taken normal t o the plane of the orifice to ascertain the lateral spread

ingo 

The ini tiIU tests were conducted on a 1/2-in. diameter, bell-mouthed, 

thick-walled orifice , or nozzle. Discharge coefficient and density effects 

were accordingly eliminated and the resulting trajectorieswere simply a func

tion of the velocity ratio. After evaluation of the velocity ratio effect, 
\ 

similar tests were r un on a 3IB-in. diameter nozzle to evaluate the effect of 

size. Coefficient effects were studied by testing 3IB-in. diameter thin

walled orifices. 

It was originally felt that air-water mixture jets would act as homo

geneous liquid jets of reduced density and that their behavior could best be 

"plained on the basis of the density ratio. Accordingly, the ratio of air 

',0 water in the jet flow was varied as well as the velocity ratio m. The 

a1I' bubbles marked the jet suitably and dye was injected only to ascertain 

r.ether the air penetrated as far as the liquid. 

2. Energy DiSSipation 

As the jet penetrates into the stream, it spreads, entrains external 

:1.uid. and rapidly decelerates. The surface of discontinuity separating the 

,. 0 flows is a vortex sheet across which the jet energy is rapidly dissipated • 

• !Ie jet is turned in the direction of the main stream. Ultimately, the two 

a 'reams attainthe same total pressure and the discontinuity ceases to exist • 

• ne total energy loss at exit becomes the difference between the jet total 

. ad and the stream total head measured at the point dmmstream where the flow 

~ continuous. Assund.ng the stream flow to be large compared to the jet flow 

• +.hat the energy loss in the main stream is negligible and assuming the 

ta.ic pressures in the two streams to be equal,the total loss per unit vol

of jet fluid becomes 
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(1) 

As in the case of a quiescent receiving liquid, this exit loss is 

not a local energy conversion. External fluid is accelerated and partly en

trained while jet fluid is decelerated. Eddies generated by high shear cause 

the jet to deform and spread. Ultimately, the energy is dissipated by eddy 

viscosity. 

By definition, the energy flux transported across any incr emental 

area is the product of the total pressure, normal velocity, and incremental 

area. The flux transported across any plane may be ascertained by numerical 

integration if the data can be obtained experimentally. 

The jet energy still available at any point a distance s from the 

orifice will be defined as the positive difference between the energy avail

able at the point s and that of infinity. Thus, the total energy flux of 

the jet crossing any section such as a-a in Fig. 7 becomes 

Es = 2: [(p + 1/2p u 2) - (p. + 1/2p U 2)] vs6A 
s s 0 CO 

(2) 

in which Ps represents the local static pressure, 

Po represents the static pressure a long distance upstream, 

Vs represents the local velocity normal to the plane a-a, 

u represents the local absolute magnitude of the velo city, and s 
6A represents a local incremental area. 

The ratio of the jet energy available to the total jet energy becomes 

ES 2: [(ps + 1/2p Us 2) - (po + 1/2p Uco 2)] vs 6A 

= (3) 

Eo [(1/2P)(V
j

2 _ U
OO

2)] Q
j 

Adopting Jordinson's [14] definition of the total pressure coeffi

cient, this becomes 

E "C v 6A s L P s 
--= 
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in which C is given by the ratio of the quantities in brackets in Eq. (3). 
P 

It is noted that the definition given prior to Eq. (2) defines the 

limits of the jet as the zone of pasi ti ve total pressure. However, a zone 

of negative total pressure occurs in the "ake. This is a consequence of the 

main flow about the jet. The jet exerts a retarding force on the stream equal 

and opposite to the force exerted in turning the jet and accelerating it in 

the direction of the stream. For the normally directed jet, this is given by 

(5) 

Summation of Eqs. (3) or (4) across the whole plane may plausibly 

result in negative energies. Applying the above definition restricts and de

fines the jet limits as the outermost contour of positive total pressure. 

It was intended originally to experimentally evaluate Eq. (4) for 

various m ratios and to determine an empirical relationship between E IE s 0 

and the distance s along the maximum-velocity arc. Difficulties in ob-

taining static pressures and flow directions near the plane of efflux ulti

mately rendered this eValuation unfeasible. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Jet Penetration 

A comparison of the jet penetration data taken for the 1/2-in. thick

alled orifice with that given in NACA TN 2019 is shO>lll in Fig. 4a. A defi

r1te velocity ratio effect is apparent. For values of the velocity ratio m, 

. ss than six, the data are in good agreement; this is in accord with the 

nginal NACA study in which the m values were limited to about five (9). 

~ 0. subsequent NACA studies when the m value "as increased to approximately 

.cO'ht, a Reynolds number correction was introduced. The original co-ordinate 

I!jStem was modified by using the diameter of the jet at the vena contracta and 

irically evaluating the contraction coefficient as a function of Reynolds 

[10, 11). In other words, the co-ordinate system was modified to ac-

-=_>date an apparent Reynolds number effect. The coefficient of the nozzle 

-~ present studies is unity and the concept of a contraction coefficient 

·ndent on Reynolds number is inapplicable. FUrther, the present tests run 

Tarying velocity ratios, butat constant jet velocity, indicated the effect 





W = weight flow in pounds per sec, 

Q volume flow in cfs, 

R = gas constant in ft per degree Rankine, 

T = temperature in degrees Rankine, and 

Pj mean specific weight of jet fluids . 

Subscripts L and a refer to liquid and air respectively. 

11 

Considering the product of the first two components of the NACA 

parameter 

P 

~t can be shown that the penetration is a function onlyof the liquid fl ow and 

nozzle size as follows : 

Pj V. Q
L 

Q
L 

+ Q
A 1 ~ J 

= x-- = (7) 
P Uco Q - + Q 

L a 1/4n d
2 Uco UCOA 

The implication here is that the penetration depends only on the 

lumetricflow of water in the jet andis independent of velocity. The spread 

: data and lack of co-ordination in Fig. 5a indicate that this is not the 

se and that the air-water mixjet cannot be treated as a homogeneous fluid . 

Noting that the penetration depends in some way on the momentum of 

water phase of the jet and that air momentum is negligible, the parameter 

be modified by considering only the water flow through a reduced orifice. 

Bence 

QL 
= ( 

QL 
) A \, =-

V. QL + QA J 

QL 

Q
A 

) 
d d (8) 
" 

The equation of the trajectory is modified by substituting d for w 
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or 

(

P' V.); ) Y J J x 
- = f - - becomes 
d P Uco d 

-\,,): ·'[CJ (\")~ (9) 

(10) 

f1clre Sb shows a plot of the same data on this modified co-ordi

C I M 'ism nth the vater-jet data shows the penetration may 

• !~ of Cll..'"Ves with the m ratio being the param-

bi'e'1'e.:-.· to:.be data fall somewhat above the original 

cate • t::C,alt e!!ect. It vas originally felt that 

~ea::.t. :J: the ir.itial turning of the jet. It was 

r.;~lCII!.:! t~t· UIe ~ with cegligible mass would quickly respond to side pres-

• vith a Nsult1ng separation of the water and air components. Dye in

jected into the jet showed no such separation and the air bubbles appeared 

to penetrate as deep as the colored water. Virtual mass and drag effects on 

the bubbles are undoubtedly important considerations in this respect. 

In Figs. 4 and 5, x is measured from the upstream side of the 

orifice rather than the centerline as was done in the NACA tests. The latter 

data were taken at abscissa values greater than ten and the effect of the 

slight change in the origin is negligible beyond this value of the parameter. 

B. Lateral Spread of the Jet 

In Fig. 6 typical photos taken normal to the plane of the orifice 

are shown. These photos were pantographed and the data correlated in a manner 

similar to the handling of the penetration data. It was determined empiri

cally that the spread of the jet could be expressed by the relationship 

z/d = 0.6 v./U (X/d)·39 
J (]) 

(11) 
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in which z represents 1/2 the maximum width of the j et at a distance x 

do.mstream. Figur e 6 shows a plot of the data and this mean curve. 

It should be noted that this r elationship is based on somewhat scanty 

data and is only valid for m values less than eight. Chly photos of colored 

water jets from thick-nalled orifices were included. 

It is appreciated that the spr eading and penetration of the jet were 

determined in a statistical manner and are subje ct to errors r esulting from 

too few samples. These data were based on the mass concentration boundary. 

The NACA data were obtained from the thermal boundary. Since thermal mixing 

proceeds at about the same rate as mass mixing, the data should be comparable. 

C. Energy Dissipation 

Total and static pressure traverses were conducted at several sta

~ions along the tunnel for m values of four, six, and eight. Location sket

ches for the cross sections traversed are shown in Fig. 7. The trajectories 

of lines connecting points of maxinrum total pressure are also shown in the 

figure and are compared with Jordinson's data [14 ]. For values of x/d < 17, 

~se data approximate the curve 

y/d = 1.31 [V./U .jx/d]· 74 
J rr 

(12) 

No ready explanation is apparent for the discrepancy between Eq. (12) 

arod Jordinson's curves except that the zone of positive total pressure be

",""s quite flat as the distance from the orifice is increased. A slight 

. ;.mge in total pressure reading r esulting from differences in the degree of 

~ulencein the tunnels could result in a considerable shift in position of 

t.;.e point of maximum total pre s sure. 

However, in Fig. 7, Eq. (12 ) is used and the relationship between 

':"5=ces measured along the curves for various m values and the velocity 

_~io 

u - U 
max CO 

V . - U 
J 00 

hown. A comparison is also provided for the case of the quiescent receiving 
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fluid, i,e . m - CO , In the latter case, the orifice velocity is maintained 

for a distance of 6 , 2 diameters, The graph indicates that this distance de

creases with decreasing m ratios, It should be noted that near the orifice 

it is difficult to pick up the maximum readings because of the extreme varia

tions in velocity over a small area, The probe dimensions (see Fig, B-2) are 

too large to be considered point readings and the average over an area will 

likely be low, 

Velocity and static pressure data taken at stations on the tunnel 

centerline are shown in Fig, 8, These show the rapid deceleration of the jet 

and t he zone of negative pressure which develops in the wake, 

Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the total pressure and some static pres

c.:tre contour data, A complete comparison with Jordinson' s total pressure data 

:1a Ie!· Ul !.he reader. The f ormer data showed a consistent zone of higher 

t.1 re~ extending to the plane of the orifice, Other conflicts are 

:J: a&lp ..... "'.~ of tota:. pressures and spread of the jet. These perhaps 

• !.rca n..at.1Te::'y high degree of t urbulence present in the water 

say that. the tile sets of data are in quali tati Ve agree-

_c"''"""'''"''~ :Lint; the k:.::.nes shape of t he jet. 

poa:1 U-we <It.a.J. head contours s how that energy is dissipated at 

a .!" ..... as the t=el T!!locity is increased (or the m ratio decreased), 

IJ:su!!1cient positi ve readings were sensed for m = 6 to trace the jet 17 

~ters downstream. For the same station at m = 4, no trace of the jet 

could be noted and the readings were primarily negative, 

The negative total pressure zone represents the energy lost in the 

main stream in turning the jet, Energy is brought into this zone by turbulent 

mixing, This results in an apparent energy re covery with distance only be

caUSe losses to the external fluid were too slight to measure. 

The static pressure contours are givenonly for qualitative reasons. 

In the plane traversed near the orifice , the fluctuating nature of the flow 

made accuracy impossible with the instrumentation used. Attempts to visually 

obtain flow direction with pieces of yarn attached to a probe showed extreme 

fluctuations in the neighborhood of the j e t, Readings were discarded near the 

center of the jet and it should be noted that the da ta shown are subject to 

error , It is noted that negative pressures exist eVen on the stagnation side 

of the jet for m = 8 . At m = 6, slight positive pre ssures were noted on the 
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upstream side. At m = 4 (data not shown), a considerable zone of positive 

pressure at higher coefficient values exists about the jet except in the wake. 

If the flow near the orifice is likened tc the flow about a circular 

cylinder, progressively higher positive pressures would be expectedas the ori

fice is approached from the upstream side. Further, at any given upstream 

point, the pressure may be expected to be ir.dependent of the jet velocity and 

dependent only on the stream velocity. The static pressure data do not sup

port such an argument. This anomaly may be explained quali tati vely by not

ing that the entraining power of the jet which is a function of its velocity, 

or more accurately, the m value, accelerates the external flow in a manner 

akin to a sink. The resulting drop in pressure opposes the stagnation effect 

f the jet. At high m values, a negative static pressure results and at low 

values a positive pressure results upstream of the orifice. The static 

ssure contour data shown as well as bottom static readings substantiate 

-~s. It was not feasible to locate a bottom pressure tap closer than 1-1/4 

~ameters from the upstream lip of the orifice . Static pressure coefficients 

increased from -.19 for m = 8 to +.09 for m = 4 at this point. 
s 

l.hJ.doubtedly, stagnation exists on the upstream edge of the orifice. 

. high m ratios, this is limi ted to a very small zone. Figure 12 shows a 

=""'JlaI"ison of flow entrainment at m ratios of 8 and 15.4, the former jet 

• suing from a 1/2-in. diameter nozzle and the latter from a 3/8-in. thin-

In each case, dye is shown being injected into the tunnel 

:c.ndary layer upstream of the jet. A definite zone of stagnation is apparent 

out the slower moving jet and the dye flows around the jet and is entrained 

the wake. The phenomena are seemingly contradictory in that the entrain-

"' into the higher speed jet is from the upstream side. In this case, stag

limited to a small zone and flow is apparently entrained from 

sides o 

Figure 12 also shows dye being injected into the boundary layer in 

wake of the jet. The dye is partially entrained intc the jet. The action 

in a definite periodic manner. This is seen from the bands of dye 

still photo shown but is more graphic in motion pictures of the entrain-
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Tests conducted in a water tunnel verified the NACA pene

trationdata at jet-channel velocity ratios less than slx. 

At higher values, a secondary effect other than jet Rey

nolds number is present to cause deeper penetration than 

previously predicted. 

(2) Air-water mixture jets may be correlated by the NACA pene

tration parameter if the water phase only is considered 

as issuing from an orifice of area reduced according to 

the air void area. 

(3) The maximum lateral spreadof liquid jets discharging in

to the same liquid is approximately given by 

in which z represents one half the maximum jet width at 

a distance " downstream for m $ 8. 

(I; ) ~J:len the jet impinges into a moving stream, a pressure 

field is established about the jet. This pressure field, 

as evidenced by the total prersure contour plots, caUSes 

the jet to bend and to deform into the characteristic kid

ney shape predicted by Fraser and Lu (see Fig. 2b). 

(5) The rapid flattening of the jet gives it a quasi two-di

mensional character at m = 1. The actual penetration 

trajectory for a ciroular jet at this m ratio falls sur

prisingly close to the theoretical trajectory of the slot 

jet. 

(6) The pressure fieldis dependent on the velocity ratio such 

that at low m values flow is entrained only fran the 

wake whereas at high m values, flow is apparently en

trained from all sides of the jet. 

(7) Wake fluid is entrained into the jetin a periodic manner, 
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Fig.l - Gravity Water Tu nnel and Probe Rake 
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a.- Typical Air-Water Mixture Jet 

~_- -t--., 

-" 
b.- Theoretical Prediction by H. C. Lu taken from Reference [3] 

Fig. 2 - Jet Defomotion 
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APPENDIX B 

DESIGN AND EVALUATION STUDIES FOR PRESSURE SENSING PROBES 

Winternitz and Hopkins ' report [16) was followed in designing the 

total pressure elements. The probe given in their Fig. 9B was followed ex

cept that 1/4-in. diameter brass balls were used rather than the 0.300-in. 

balls they spe cilied. The other d:ilnensions were reduced proportionately. The 

rake and individual probes are shown photographically in Fig. B-l. Probe di

mensions and results of evaluation tests conducted on the individual probe are 

shown in Fig. B-2a. This probe was modified by boring out the venting hole 

to twice the size; the former probe was used on the rake, the latter for in

dividual probing, Evaluation tests for both the original and modified ele

ments are included in Fig. B-2a. 

Static pressures were sensed indirectly by measuring the wakes be

hind 1/4-in. diameter brass balls. Over a considerable range in Reynolds num

ber, the pressure coefficient in the wakeof a sphere is essentially constant 

through an angular range of 140 degrees. Evaluation tests on the individual 

sensing element are shown in Fig. B-2b. Static pressures are computed as fol

lows: 

or 

Ps - Pw PS - Pw 
k= =----

1/2p u2 PT - PS 

Ps=---
k + 1 

(ps - po) = -------
k + 1 

In the above equations, PT = local total pressure, 

PS s local static pressure, 

u = local velocity, 

Pw • wake pressure, and 

p = pressure at infinity. 
o 
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Fig. B-1 - Pressure Sensing Elements 
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APPENDIX C 

ANALYSIS OF A T\,O- DDlENSIONAI JET DISCHARGING INTO AN INFHITELY WIDE STREAM 

In his treatment of this problem, Ehrich [7) has considered the ve

locity along the f r ee streamline the same as the velocity at infinity. This 

assumption permitted a rational analysis for the irrotational flow case. Such 

a solution is physically unrealistic because the main stream is displaced and 

the eddy behind the jet extends an infinite distance. Further, it is intui

tively apparent that a velocity field exists about the jet and tbe main stream 

flow is accelerated adjacent to the jet. 

In order to render this problem tractabl e to rational analysis, it 

is suggested that a negative image jet (or sink) be placed a distance down

stream equal to the eddy length. This is akin to the image method of Ria

bouchinskyfor cavitation problems about plates. The flow pattern is rendered 

symmetrical and an analytic solution is possible for the case of the jet and 

free stream under the same total pressure. 

The usual assumptions of an incompressible, irrotational now are 

assumed. The physical plane with the reflected jet and the other mapping 

planes are shown in Fig. C-I. The origin in the physical plane i s chosen at 

point E'. 

The transformations are 

Q
j 

[ $n 
~ + $ $ 

(20 + in] 'rI = + 
n ~ - $ 2 _ $2 

m 

(C-I) 

dQ - i K 
= 

d~ (m2 _~ 2).A _~ 2 
( C-2) 

Integrating and evaluating the constants at E' and the point of 

symmetry P gives 

Q (C-3) 
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The constant m is determined at point A in terms of the veloc-

ities as 

(L + 1 
m = -------------- (C-4) 

2Ja. 

where and is the free streamline velocity along E'PD' 

in the physical plane. 

Generally speaking, the stream velocity Uco and either the jet 

opening a or the discharge Q. may be considered as known. The free stream-
J 

line velocity U
l 

depends upcn the pressure in the wake . In the example 

given below an experimental value for this wake pressure is used. In a more 

general sense,it should be noted that the momentum of the jet in the Y di

rection is balanced by t he pressures along the adjacent wall. ~ integrating 

pressures along this wall from - CO to the center of the eddy , the eddy length 

may be evaluated in terms of Ul (or the wake pressure), UCO ' Vj ' and a. 

The procedure for analytically determining the wake pressure and trajectory 

becomes one of trial and error. Various values should be assigned to m un

til the eddy length plotted analytically has the same value as that determined 

from momentum considerations. 

Evaluation at K' gives t he following value for t 

(a + 1) (~ + 1) 
t = 1/2 ------ (C-SJ 

.j(a + ~)(a ~ + 1) 

where 

used as 

Integration across the slot opening in the physical plane may be 

an indirect method for finding the relation between Vj and Uco-

This apparently is quite tedious. 

Although the velocity in the jet may be slightly less than that -r. 

the main stream, equating these velocities is realistic and their result~" 

flow pattern should be a close apprcximation of the actual. 

a + 1 
(C-6 
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The equation for the free streamline E'F may be evaluated in pa

rametric form in terms of its slope as follows: 

a 

~/2 
a 

cos ads and y = 1 sin ads 
n/2 

(C-7) 

in which ds = 
1 d cp 

---da. 
Ul da 

Along E'F, the velocity is constant and from Q = ia it can be 

shown that 

cp = 

-m sin a 
(C-8) 

Bence, cp the real part of W becomes 

Q [ 
t}m2 - 2 - m sin a 

-: tn 

cos a 

t}m2 - 2 
+ m sin e cos a 

Umsina 1 
--(m~2~_-t~2~)-~~m~2==_=c=o=s2~a~ 

Differentiating and substituting in Eq. (C-7) result in 

[

a cos2 ada 

~/2 '/m=2 =2=--2-2 -2--2 -2 -:- + 
~n - cos e [t (m - cos e) - m sin e] 

1 
(C-9) 

2 /,2 m -

e 

~/2 
The writer was not successful in integrating this expression and a 

numerical method was used for evaluation. It is noted that as e -1, 

Q e de 

~/2-{m-2-_-c-os-2-e-)3-/--2 x-- ----
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The integrated expression for y is 

y = -- Urn 
-1 

/-----tanh 
2 2 

m (m - 1) 

222 2 
(rn - t )(m - cos 9) 

m2 (m2 _ 1) 

(C-IO) 

In Fig. C-2 a reproduction of data presented by Rouse on slot jets is 

shown. In this, he gives the empirical relation 

L/B = 20 (V/ U)3/2 (C-il) 

in which L is the eddy length and B = 
V and U correspond respectively to V j 

and the wake pressure is approximately 

a, the slot width. Rouse's symbols 

and Uro • For V. = Uro, L/B = 20 
J 

-0.6--
2 

Using these data, m is readily evaluated by equating total ener

gies at A and P. 

1/ 2p Uro
2 2 

1/2p Ul - 0.6p --
2 

The computed curve is shown in Fig. C-3. The solid lines represent 

the computed free streamline curve and the sketched-in penetration depth of 

the jet. A comparison is made with Rouse's data and Ehrich's computations 

as weil as the penetration taken from Fig. 4. The pantographed trajectory 

of one photograph of a circular jet at m = 1 is also shown. 

As seen from the curve, t he maximum computed eddy height of 2.83a 

compares quite >lell with Rouse ' s value of approximately 3.1a. The latter 
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value is taken from the H/L curve in Fig. C-2 in which H is the measured 

maximum eddy height. 

maximum eddy height, 

IO.07a. 

There was remarkable agreement on the location of this 

i.e., L/2 = lOa compared with the computed value L/2 = 

It is surprising to note the agreement between the penetration data 

for three-dimensional jets andthe two-dimensional theoreticalline. The rapid 

flattening of the circular jet apparently lends it a two-dimensional character. 

This type of analysis provides a method for predicting eddy length, 

maximum height, and the complete profile based on the premise that both flows 

are under the same total head, or that they have the same source at infinity. 

I t may be remarked that placing image jets in a similar manner in a channel 

of finite width renders tractable the problem of a jet impinging into such a 

channel. 
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